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Mighty Mule® E-I Gate Opener has adjustable sensing obstacles. This security feature makes the gate stop and reverse direction for 2 seconds when it comes into contact with the obstacle. MIN is a plant setting; means that the gate will exert minimal force on the obstacle before it stops and changes direction. Mighty Mule® the E-Gate
Opener also has an adjustable automatic closing function. Once the gate reaches the fully open p,orque at 12 V. - Maximum opening arc 110o. Approximate opening time (90o): 18 seconds, depending on the weight of the POWER gate - the system is powered by a car or marine battery 12 Vdc. Battery charge is supported by 120 Vac, 18
Vac output transformer fixed to 14.5 Vdc (40 VA) through the GTO control board or by additional GTO solar panels should generate a minimum of 5 Watt per 300 mAh. The diode on the control board prevents the battery from discharged. IMPORTANT: Never use a transformer and solar panel - it will damage the battery and control board.
One (1) blade-style fuse has a rating of 15 A. NOTE: The transformer should not be directly connected to any battery. Do not replace fuses with higher amp rating guards; It will void your warranty and can damage your control board. CONTROL - The GTO microprocessor control board is installed for single-leaf installations with open
gates. DIP switches can be adjusted to accommodate an additional open gate kit (see Accessories Catalog). The control board has temperature compensated circuits. The circuit on the control board regulates charging. The draw of sleep is 25 mA; Active draw is from 2 to 5 A. - Automatic memorization of the digital code of the transmitter.
- The GTO remotely installed RF receiver is set at 318 MHz. Adjustable automatic closing timer (OFF up to 120 c) and sensitivity to the obstacle. - The bock power terminal accommodates a transformer or solar panels. DIP MAKE it easier to install an gate opener. The access terminal unit is fully compatible with all Mighty Mule access
controls. The control board allows you to illuminate safety edge sensors and photovoltaic sensors. Audio capture alarm sounds if the block collides with an obstacle twice when opening or closing. OPERATIONAL CAPACITY - The gate capacity chart shows the approximate cycles you can expect from mighty Mule 350 Automatic Gate
Opener when working with a transformer. Actual cycles may vary slightly depending on the type and condition of the gate and installation. Advertising - Scroll through page 2 of 8 advertising Thank you for your participation! Your assessment is very important for improving the work of artificial intelligence that shapes This Project Best
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